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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2521–Some familiar faces appeared in James’ 
view – The Callahans, led by Lex Callahan and the others; The Cadens, led by Bennett 
Caden; The men from Japura led by his grandfather, Thomas Caden, and some of his 
subordinates; His grandfather Langston Lafleur, His uncle Tyrus Lafleur, Callan 
Maverick, Delainey Cabral, the Blithe King, and many other acquaintances. Even the 
Elite Eight of Wyrmstead, Scarlett Brooks, and the rest were here. Those who were 
brought into the Celestial Abode had some form of connection with James. Back then, 
as James was concerned about their safety, he took them in. 

“James.” 

“James.” 

“Dragon King.” 

“Hey, James.” 

Many greeted him, to which James returned the greetings. He came here to catch up 
with them and drink to his heart’s content. 

“Prepare the wine! We shall drink to our heart’s content tonight!” James said smilingly. 

Then, everyone cheered for James as they entered the village. For the whole day, 
James remained inside the Celestial Abode, eating and drinking to his heart’s content 
with his friends and family. 

After catching up with them, James left the Celestial Abode. 

When he returned to the outside world, it was already the next morning. 

He walked out of the room. As the sunlight shone on him, he felt a warm and 
comfortable sensation. 

At that moment, a group of people walked in. Armour-clad with swords at their waists, 
these people exuded a powerful aura. They were the guards of the Labhranns. As this 
was the divine realm, their rank was at least at the Divine Rank. 

They greeted James respectfully, “Mr. Caden, the Patriarch sent us here to escort you 
to the main hall.” 

“Mhm.” 

James nodded. Then, with the guards’ guidance, James left his room and headed 
toward the Labhranns main hall. 



When he arrived, there were already many living beings gathered there, many of whom 
James could not recognize. Meanwhile, Txomin, the Patriarch of the Labhranns, was in 
the main seat, while Brielle was standing by his side at a slightly lower elevation. 

Upon seeing James, Txomin hurriedly stood up and said smilingly, “Mr. Caden, you’re 
finally here. Did you rest well last night?” 

“I suppose,” James spoke half-heartedly. 

Last night, Txomin had gone looking for James. He wanted to question him about 
certain issues, but James was not in his room. So, he missed the opportunity to ask 
James about Xandros. 

Since there were many living beings here, Txomin refrained from asking, Instead, he 
said, “Since you have obtained the Demonic Spiritual Herb, you’ll be able to marry 
Brielle after defeating her From today onward, you’ll be considered a member of the 
Labhranns. As long as you marry Brielle, you’ll have our protection.” 

Brielle lowered her head shyly. 

Meanwhile, James was conflicted. 

Marry Brielle? 

Impossible. 

However, if he did not agree to this, the other clans would definitely court him 
regardless. That would be troublesome indeed. Since trouble was inevitable, he might 
as well battle against Brielle and purposefully lose to her. 

“I understand.” James said smilingly, “The Labhranns are a powerful clan. With your 
protection, I’ll definitely thrive!” 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2522–James declared that he wished to join the 
Labhranns in an effort to ward off any future attempts by the other clans to court him. 
After all, he had headed into the Demon Abyss and obtained the Demonic Spiritual 
Herb. With such incredible luck, anyone would want to win him over to their clan or 
camp. 

“Good, let us make haste to the training ground,” Txomin said smilingly 

Then, everyone headed to the training ground. 



At the training ground of the Labhranns, there was an arena so huge that it was endless 
in sight 

At that moment, there was a twenty-year-old-looking woman on the training ground. 
Dressed in a pink dress, she held a sword in her hand. Her black hair flowed despite the 
absence of any wind, and she exuded an indescribable beauty. 

It was Brielle. She looked at James who was not too far away. 

Brielle knew that James came from Earth and was the luckiest person there. He 
obtained the providences of the First and Second Calamities and possessed the Infinity 
Steles and the Five Elements of Genesis. Not only that, but he even defeated Lucifer 
Menachem, the Young Master of the Hadean Clan. Though his rank was weak, he 
demonstrated incredible battle prowess through the use of various tactics and means. 

Meanwhile, she was approaching the Sage Rank many years ago. When James 
headed to the Great Dividing Range and returned from the Demon Abyss, she had 
already weathered the Heavenly Tribulation and reached the Sage Rank. Even so, she 
was not confident she could defeat James. 

“Don’t think you can marry me that easily, James. You’ll have to go through my sword.” 
Brielle said with a pleasant and melodious voice like a beautiful melody. Though it was 
a provocative remark, it seemed to carry a hint of coquettishness. 

James rolled his eyes. 

If it was not for the current circumstances, he would not want to battle Brielle and marry 
her. However, to avoid trouble, he had no choice but to defeat her and promise to marry 
her for now. Once the powerful figures of the other clans left, he would inform Txomin 
that he wished to cancel the marriage. 

“Unsheathe your sword.” 

Brielle unsheathed her sword and pointed it at James. The sword exuded a terrifying 
aura, indicating that it was not an ordinary weapon. 

James, on the other hand, said coolly, “I don’t need a weapon against you.” 

James’ arrogance displeased Brielle. Although she wished to marry him, he was simply 
too arrogant and haughty. Her face darkened as she sheathed her sword, saying. “In 
that case, I’ll do the same.” 

Many living beings gathered outside the arena. Most of them came from the major clans 
of the Divine Dimension, which included the Hadean and Azurean Clans. Even 
Tigranes, the Grand Emperor of the Hadean Clan, was here. 



However, they were not interested in the battle at all. If the Labhranns were not the 
ones organizing this tournament, they would not even have concerned themselves with 
this. That was because the participants were simply too weak, with the strongest of 
them being in the Sage Rank. To them, cultivators at the Sage Rank were like ants, 
insignificant and worthless. 

However, some of them were intrigued by James. That was because he was simply too 
mysterious and unique. He headed deep into the Demon Abyss of the Great Dividing 
Range and obtained the Demonic 

Spiritual Herb despite not even being a Sage. 

Henrik and Qusai were watching the battle from afar. 

Qusai asked, “Henrik, do you think James can defeat Brielle?” 

“Of course,” Henrik said matter-of-factly, “James is the most distinguished prodigy from 
Earth and possesses countless priceless treasures. Even though Brielle will be the first 
to become an Emperor in the future, her providence and opportunities have yet to 
appear. So, James should be able to defeat her with ease.” 

“What?” 

Stunned, Qusai asked, “D-Did you say that Brielle will be the first to become an 
Emperor in the future?” 

“Ahem…” Realizing he misspoke, Henrik coughed a few times and said, “I-It’s nothing… 
We should focus on the battle.” 

At the training grounds… 

Read The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2523 

The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2523–Brielle and James’ gazes met. 

Right then, Brielle made a move. Her dress fluttered as she appeared before James in 
the blink of an eye The moment she appeared, her palm was already aiming toward 
James. 

Knowing that Brielle was powerful, James did not dare let his guard down. He catalyzed 
his full strength to deflect the attack. However, his rank was simply too weak. Even 
though his physical strength had reached the Tribulation Rank, he could not withstand 
Brielle’s attack. 

Struck in the chest, he was sent flying and collapsed heavily to the ground, spurting out 
a mouthful of blood. Not only that, but his chest was completely deformed. 



“That’s it?” 

Brielle remained where she stood and stared at James who was injured. 

She thought James would be powerful. It appeared that he could not withstand even a 
single blow from her 

Meanwhile, the other powerful figures did not even bat an eyelid. That was because as 
cultivators at the Divine Rank, they could see through both Brielle and James’ 
cultivation base. As such, they knew about the disparity of power between the two 

James was simply no match for Brielle. 

Wretchedly, James stood up. As Demonic Energy circulated throughout his body, his 
injuries automatically recovered. At that moment, many powerful figures sensed it. 

“I never thought that kid has such majestic Demonic Energy inside his body.” 

“That Demonic Energy seems familiar…” 

Many were puzzled and looked at Tigranes of the Hadean Clan. 

Someone asked, “Grand Emperor Tigranes, James Caden exudes the aura of the 
Hadean Clan. Is he a member of our clan?” 

Tigranes remained silent. At his rank, he had reached the pinnacle of cultivation and 
saw no point in explaining. 

Seeing this, the other powerful figures were baffled. 

James had stood up, and the injuries on his chest had recovered. 

His rejuvenation speed stunned Brielle, who said, “Though your rank is low, you 
possess great physical strength There’s even a mysterious power inside your body that 
automatically rejuvenates your body ” 

James smiled 

A Sage was simply too terrifying. Without resorting to certain tactics, he would not be 
able to defeat her 

At that moment, he catalyzed Sacrilegious Ascension. Then, his aura burst forth, and 
the Primordial Energy in his surroundings gathered Using the cultivation method, he 
shattered his spine and absorbed Empyrean Spiritual Energy to form a new one. With 
each spine he formed, he took a step forward. Soon, he had taken thirty-three steps. 



Each step he took increased his aura drastically and applied overwhelming pressure on 
Brielle. 

However, as Brielle was already a Sage, Sacrilegious Ascension could not deal any 
damage to her no matter how mysterious it was. 

“Huh… Not bad…” Sensing that James’ aura had increased, Brielle said smilingly, “I 
never thought you’d able to forcibly increase your aura to the Tribulation Rank’s Second 
Stage through your Supernatural Power alone despite only recently crossed into the 
Mage Rank. Show me everything you’ve got, James. I look forward to our battle.” 

At that moment, James’ power had reached the Tribulation Rank’s Second Stage. As he 
had crossed into the Tribulation Rank, Tribulation Clouds appeared in the sky. Lightning 
bolts could be seen flashing in those clouds. 

This was a Heavenly Tribulation. 

As long as one’s power reached the Tribulation Rank, a Heavenly Tribulation would 
appear. Under normal circumstances, one would officially cross into the Tribulation 
Rank by weathering the Heavenly Tribulation 

However, James’ circumstances were unique. His true rank was far below the 
Tribulation Rank, and he only reached such a rank by using a mysterious cultivation 
method. 

Besides, James’ current strength had surpassed the Tribulation Rank’s First Stage and 
reached the Tribulation Rank’s Second Stage. 

“Why are you guys in such a hurry?” 

Just as James’ aura increased and reached the Tribulation Rank’s Second Stage, a 
voice could be heard coming from the void. Then, a man walked out of the void 
passageway. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2524–A voice came. 

Then, everyone turned around and looked at the sky. 

A man walked out of the void passageway. Wearing a black robe, he had a somewhat 
handsome-looking appearance. Standing in mid-air, he slowly walked toward the arena. 

“Lucifer Menachem?” 



“Since he has returned, has he obtained the Demonic Spiritual Herb as well?” 

Lucifer’s appearance caused a commotion because of who he was. He was the son of a 
Grand Emperor. and as such, possessed the bloodline of a Grand Emperor. Not only 
that, as a Minor Patriarch of the Hadean Clan, he had a Grand Emperor backing him. 

Upon seeing Lucifer, James furrowed his eyebrows. 

Lucifer’s speed was extraordinary. In just a few steps, he appeared outside the arena. 
Then, he pulled out a herb from his Storage Ring. 

It was the Demonic Spiritual Herb. 

Handing the herb over to Txomin beside him, he said calmly while wearing a composed 
expression, “1 have obtained the Demonic Spiritual Herb.” 

As Txomin scrutinized the herb, he realized that Lucifer was speaking the truth. 

He was in a bind because another participant had appeared amid James and Brielle’s 
battle. 

After some thought, he said, “Since you obtained the Demonic Spiritual Herb, you have 
gained the right to fight against Brielle. However, you have to wait for their battle to end. 
If both of you defeat Brielle, she will be the one to make the final decision.” 

Lucifer waved his hand slightly and said, “No need. I believe I should fight against 
James first. Whoever emerges victorious will only get the right to battle against Brielle.” 

He was still bitter after being defeated by James the last time. All this while, Lucifer had 
been cultivating hard in the hopes of defeating James and regaining his lost honor. 

Hearing this, Txomin was in a bind. 

Looking at James, he asked, “What do you think, James?” 

James frowned. He really did not want to battle against Lucifer, and only fought against 
him the last time because he had no other choice. 

Now, he was reluctant to come to blows with him for a woman. 

“Alright, then.” 

After a brief moment, he reluctantly agreed. 

Brielle walked over to James and whispered, “I don’t want to marry Lucifer. You have to 
defeat him. You’re the only one I want to marry.” 



Her words stunned James, who could only look her in the eye. 

Brielle blushed. Then, she turned around and hurriedly left the arena. 

Before James could react, Lucifer was already in the arena. He appeared not too far 
away from James and slowly removed his jacket, revealing a thin short-sleeved shirt 
that exposed his muscular building. Flexing his muscles, his bones cracked as he 
warmed up. 

Looking at James, a grin crept up on his face, “I was defeated by you because I lowered 
my guard, James. This time, I’ll defeat you in front of the most powerful figures of the 
Demon Realm and proclaim to the world that I’m the strongest prodigy in this universe.” 

James furrowed his eyebrows. Just as he was about to say something, Lucifer charged 
toward him. 

In the blink of an eye, Lucifer appeared before him. 

Clenching his fists, Lucifer slammed his fists against James. 

Even though James had used Sacrilegious Ascension and reached the Tribulation 
Rank’s Second Stage, 

he nonetheless felt the overwhelming pressure of this punch. 

James raised his arm to block the attack. 

Then, Lucifer’s fist struck James’ arm. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2525–James staggered backward due to the 
overwhelming force. At the same time, an immense power spread from his arm to his 
entire body. The Blood Energy inside his body churned, and he spurted out a mouthful 
of blood. Then, he was sent flying and collapsed heavily to the ground. Meanwhile, his 
arm was completely twisted beyond recognition. 

As James collapsed to the ground, many powerful figures in the distance praised 
Lucifer. 

“As expected of the Young Master of the Hadean Clan… To think that he possesses 
such immense strength at such a young age!” 



“Indeed, he was sealed away at a very young age. Though only a few years have 
passed since he was released from the seal, he has reached the Sage Rank. With such 
potential, the Hadean Clan will have another extremely powerful figure in the future.” 

“Congratulations, Tigranes Xanthippos.” 

Many spoke. Some even congratulated Tigranes. 

Meanwhile, Tigranes only smiled faintly and said nothing. 

In the arena, James stood up with great difficulty and wiped the blood trace off his lips. 

Lucifer remained where he stood and looked at James, praising, “I truly underestimated 
you, James. Even though you have the Elysian Seal inside your body, you manage to 
make breakthrough after breakthrough. You’d have become a Sage if not for the Elysian 
Seal inside your body.” 

James smiled faintly and said, “Even if I’m not a Sage, I can still defeat you 
nonetheless.” 

He was confident in his own strength. Even though he was only at the Mage Rank, 
James had many aces up his sleeves. Among them was Sacrilegious Ascension. He 
also had dragon bones and Elemental Inversion. 

Elemental Inversion was his most terrifying move. When all five elements were 
combined, their exponential power would be many times greater than Sacrilegious 
Ascension. 

“Is that so?” 

Lucifer smiled faintly and said, “Sacrilegious Ascension is already a very miraculous 
cultivation method. It has increased your strength so much that the more you try to 
increase it, the harder it becomes. I don’t believe that you can reach the Sage Rank. If 
you, however, manage to prove me wrong, I’ll be deeply impressed.” 

“Watch me then.” James smiled faintly and catalyzed True Essence inside his body. As 
True Essence circulated throughout his body, the dragon bones were stimulated. Then, 
immense power materialized from within the dragon bones, and his aura increased 
once more. 

As his aura increased yet again, more Tribulation Clouds appeared in the sky. Heavenly 
Tribulation flashed through the clouds, and lightning bolts seemed to be on the verge of 
striking James anytime. 

After using the dragon bones’ power, James’ aura increased and reached the 
Tribulation Rank’s Third Stage 



Lucifer praised him, “Not bad… You manage to become stronger once more despite 
being at the Second Stage. Now, your aura is equivalent to the Tribulation Rank’s Third 
Stage. However, this is probably the farthest you can go. How can you ever hope to 
defeat me without being a Sage?” 

The Tribulation Rank had three stages. Each time one weathered the Heavenly 
Tribulation, his strength 

would increase exponentially. 

James was at the Mage Rank. Yet, through various tactics and means, he forcibly 
increased his strength to the Tribulation Rank’s Third Stage. It shocked many powerful 
figures in the distance. 

“He’s strong.” 

“I never thought he’d have that many aces up his sleeves.” 

Many exclaimed. 

However, there were some who said scornfully. “He’s only capable of increasing his 
strength drastically as long as he’s below the Sage Rank. Once he becomes a Sage, it 
would be difficult for him to increase his strength any further. Even if he has many tricks 
up his sleeves, he won’t be able to increase his rank anymore.” 

“You make sense.” 

“Even so, he’s really strong. With such insane luck and so many tactics, who exactly is 
he?” 

“Maybe he’s a member of the Hadean Clan.” 

“Didn’t you see him use Sacrilegious Ascension of the Primordial Demonic Ape Race? 
He must be a Demonic Ape.” 

“No, he exudes the aura of a dragon. He should be a dragon.” 

Many speculated on James’ identity. 

However, only Tigranes knew that James was a member of the human race, a forsaken 
race of this era. 

“That should be everything you’ve got, James. Now, only the Infinity Steles remain. 
Summon them and let us fight to our heart’s content,” Lucifer’s voice boomed. 
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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 2526–James used Sacrilegious Ascension and 
the dragon bones’ power to forcibly increase his strength to the Tribulation Rank’s Third 
Stage. As his strength increased drastically, this attracted the attention of many 
powerful figures. 

Meanwhile, faced against James, whose strength was equivalent to the Tribulation 
Rank’s Third Stage, Lucifer only smiled faintly. Though James was strong, he was no 
match for him. 

“Come on, James! Where are your Infinity Steles?” he said smilingly 

Lucifer looked forward to James using everything at his disposal so that he could fight 
him to his heart’s content. 

“I have no need for them.” James smiled faintly. 

“Infinity Steles?” 

The crowd overheard their conversation. 

“Could he be from Earth?” 

“The James Caden of Earth?” 

“Is he a human?” 

Many were bewildered. 

Just as they were puzzled, James catalyzed Elemental Inversion. At that moment, True 
Elemental Essence was activated. As they interwove and restrained each other, they 
formed a brand-new power This power was Elemental Inversion’s power. As Elemental 
Inversion’s power gathered, his strength increased once more. 

At that moment, the Tribulation Clouds in the sky underwent some changes and 
transformed into a nine- colored Tribulation Cloud. 

Then, a white lightning tribulation descended from the sky and struck James with 
terrifying force. This lightning tribulation would have annihilated a Sage. 

However, James casually waved his hand, and True Elemental Essence materialized in 
his palm. This True Essence contained all five elements. As the elements gathered, 
they interwove and restrained each other, emanating terrifying power. 



This True Essence easily deflected the lightning tribulation. As the lightning tribulation 
dispersed, James was completely unscathed. 

“What?” 

Many were stunned. 

Even Lucifer was wearing a grim expression. 

“Elemental Inversion…? Y-You cultivated Elemental Inversion?” 

Wearing a grim expression, Lucifer stared James dead in the eye and uttered word by 
word, “To cultivate Elemental Inversion, one would first need to cultivate an Elemental 
Holy Body. I truly underestimated you, James. Congratulations, you have successfully 
ignited my desire to fight.” 

James’ power was simply too strong. Even the Heavenly Tribulation of the Tribulation 
Rank’s Third Stage was deflected. Besides, this was not an ordinary Heavenly 
Tribulation. This was the hardest one – the Ninth-Rank Heavenly Tribulation. Under 
normal circumstances, only a true prodigy would have the opportunity to encounter a 
Ninth-Rank Heavenly Tribulation. 

“Haha… As he increases his strength once more, he’s now equivalent to a Sage.” 

“He’s probably the only one in this world to have increased his strength from the Mage 
Rank to the Sage Rank.” 

“Terrifying indeed.” 

“Most importantly, he has the Elysian Seal inside his body.” 

“He’s not an ordinary person. In the future, the humans will produce another insanely 
powerful figure that surpasses even the Ten Emperors and Xandros Tegan, the lord of 
the human race.” 

The immense power James displayed earned him high praise from some of the most 
powerful figures of the Demon Realm. 

“Hehe… Not bad,” Xandros said with a bright smile. 

Qusai took a deep breath and said, “As expected of James.” 

A smile crept up on Brielle’s face. James’ performance surpassed her expectations. 
Now, she was looking forward to him defeating Lucifer so that she could marry her. 

“Not bad… Only a prodigy like him is worthy of me.” She was delighted. 



In the arena… 

After the first lightning tribulation descended, James launched his attack. Clenching his 
fists, he charged toward Lucifer. In the blink of an eye, he appeared before Lucifer and 
slammed his fists against him. 
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